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Abstract—Virtualization architecture with split baseband 

functions has received much attention from researchers and 
industries to provide a more flexible radio access network (RAN) 
to satisfy the new emerging diverse use cases including ultra-
reliable low latency communication (uRLLC), enhanced mobile 
broadband (eMBB), and massive machine-type communications 
(mMTC). It divides functions aggregated in the active antenna 
unit and baseband unit into three more specific modules, 
including radio unit(RU), distributed unit (DU), and centralized 
unit (CU). Although this architecture helps vendors provide 
more flexible deployment selections in response to the diversity 
of NG network traffic, it raises a new problem regarding the 
highly timely manner of DU, CU, and MEC deployment 
management to realize on-time service, less power consumption 
and backup paths for higher reliability. In this paper, with the 
objective to minimize the power consumption of the next 
generation RAN architecture, we formulate a complete mixed 
integer linear programming (MILP) and a heuristic DCMH to 
optimize the baseband module deployment for both working 
and backup paths in the access network. The proposed solution 
is verified on a real deployed testbed in Bristol port. Results 
show that DCMH can realize similar performance as complete 
MILP. In addition, the longer idle time is, the more energy 
DCMH can save compared to keeping processing pools on 
standby. The project helps users get better services and 
operators save future RAN update costs. 

Index Terms—New generation RAN, DU-CU placement, 
energy efficiency, resilient protection, 5G and beyond  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, ever-increasing use cases such as ultra-reliable 

low latency communication (uRLLC), enhanced mobile 
broadband (eMBB) and massive machine-type 
communications (mMTC) place a severe burden on the 
current radio access network (RAN) architecture consisting 
of active antenna processing unit (AAU) and baseband 
processing unit (BBU) in terms of stringent constraints on 
latency and bandwidth of the fronthaul traffic [1][9][10].  

The BBU and RRU are traditionally co-located in the same 
housing facility. Such a structure requires mobile operators to 
over-provision baseband resources to comply with the 
varying QoS, leading to high power consumption and poor 
scalability. Facing that,  as shown in Figure 1, a new 
generation architecture has been proposed [2], that divides the 
physical layer and the date layer functions integrated into 
AAU and BBU into three-tier architecture, including radio 
unit (RU), distributed unit (DU) and core unit (CU). 
Fronthaul refers to the link between RU and DU, midhaul 
represents the link between DU and CU, and the last backhaul 
is the link between CU and UPF. The requests from user 

devices (UE) first arrive at the RUs distributed in cells, which 
are then integrated by RU and sent to MEC or 5G Core 
through DU, CU. The flexible deployment property of DU 
and CU allows mobile operators to provide diverse 
customized services to the users. In addition, functional 
virtualization further relieves the scaling pressure of base 
stations by implementing processing pools (PPs) which can 
accommodate both DU and CU and multi-access edge 
computing server (MEC). 

There are eight different functional splitting options as 
shown in Figure 2. Regarding to these options, as lower split 
between RU and DU left less physical layer functions in the 
RU, higher split solution require tighter fronthaul latency and 
wider bandwidth. In particular, we choose option 7 to split  
RU and DU, and option 2 to separate DU and CU [2]. As the 
supporting technology of the new generation  RAN, 
compared to common public radio interface (CPRI), 
enhanced CPRI (eCPRI) highly reduces the fronthaul 
bandwidth and latency budget, increasing the feasibility of 
the DU distribution [3]. Furthermore, eCPRI can work on an 
open interface where the exclusive PP equipment can be 
shared between vendors and increase the industry 
convergence. In addition, since the function splitting 
introduces integrated fronthaul, midhaul and backhaul (X-
Haul), to transmit the integrated traffic and meet the different 
requirements of multiple traffic, Flex-Ethernet interface was 
proposed to realize low latency switching between PPs [4]. 

In the context of NG-RAN, with diverse service 
requirements, operators must be able to react in a timely 
manner to decide on which PP to deploy the required DU and 
CU. However, this new architecture without an effective 
management solution might active a large number of PPs, 
resulting in excessive unnecessary energy consumption. 
Another notable issue in the current research is the network 
resiliency against PP or transmission path failure. Placing 
redundant resources is a solution that can increase network 
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Figure 1: NG-RAN architecture 
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tolerance and service reliability at the expense of a high 
margin. In comparison, as discussed in [11], a backup 
solution DU, CU deployment decision with another routing 
path can also help to improve the reliability without margin 
pre-provision requirement. Therefore, in this paper, with the 
objective of minimizing the energy consumption, we 
designed a DU, CU placement policy with the ‘best effort’ 
resilience for the metro cellular network. The proposed 
deployment policy can meet the fronthaul delay, end to end 
delay, link bandwidth and other constraints while minimizing 
the energy consumption over the network. Besides, a 
complete mixed-integer linear programming problem is 
formulated and solved by CPLEX [5] as the optimal 
benchmark. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section  
II presents the next generation RAN scenario. Section III 
realizes the complete MILP formulation with formulated 
network constraints. To save the solving time, section IV 
proposes a heuristic solution. Section V provides some details 
of the testbed for our proposed solution. Section VI gives 
some results. Finally, section V conclude the paper. 

II. SCENARIO 
In the next generation RAN, RUs and PPs will be widely  
distributed through the cellular network. For easier of 
management of the network, in this paper, we divide the 
cellular network into clusters as shown in Figure 3. As PPs 
are not necessarily have the same resources, we divided it into 
PP1, PP2 and PP3. Among them, PP1 can only be used as DU; 
PP2 can be used as DU, CU and MEC with a small amount 
of resources for user plane functions (UPF) and PP3 can be 
used as DU, CU and MEC with more abundant UPF resources. 

For ease of reference, the notation used throughout the paper 
is summarized in Table 1. 

III. MILP FORMULATION 
In this section, we formulate a complete MILP to solve the 
problem of DU/CU/MEC deployment with resilience over a 
clustered PP network. We assume the power consumption of 
DU/CU and MEC are linear increasing with data size as 
[6][7][8]. In this vein, the power consumption of execution 
process will be fixed once the data size is acknowledged, and 
the overall energy consumption will not be affected by the 
deployment solution. The objective is to minimize the total 
energy in the network (in terms of activate nodes) to support 
all traffic demands with respective front and backhaul latency, 
where ε is chosen small enough so that the added term does 
not influence the main objective function 

 
𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 

                                  min∑ 𝑝!𝑎! + 	𝜖𝑁"!                           (1) 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠: 
Equation 2 is the traditional conservation constraints of 

flows. Equation 3 imposes there is traffic on physical link 
only if the demand i-j exist and passes on that link. Equation 
3 expresses the fact that the traffic requested for a demand is 
the sum of the traffic flows established by source-destination 
pairs chosen. 

               ∑ 𝑞#$
%& −∑ 	𝑞$#

%& =	=
	𝑏%& 						𝑚 = 𝑖
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&&                (2) 

Figure 2: Function split options [2] 

Figure 3:  Cluster cellular network architecture 
 

Table 1: Notations Used Throughout the Paper 
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                                	𝑞#$
%& ≤ 𝑏%& 							∀𝑖, 𝑗                          (3) 

                            ∑ 𝑏%& ≤ 𝑑% 											∀𝑖𝑗&                        (4) 

Equation 5 imposes an upper bound on bandwidth value of 
a link. 

                               ∑ 𝑞%&#$𝑏%& ≤ 𝑏𝑤#$%&                          (5) 

Equation 6 and Equation7 impose an upper bound on 
latency for backhaul and fronthaul, respectively. 

                         ∑ 𝑞%&#$𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡#$ ≤ 𝑙𝑎𝑡{#()}#$                   (6) 

           ∑ 𝑞#$
%& 	𝑦+!

%& 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡#$#$ ≤ 𝑙𝑎𝑡+!
%&                 (7) 

The following constraints state that a node cannot support 
more PPUs than its number of available cores 8, and that each 
function instantiation has a limited capacity and needs to be 
duplicated enough to handle all commodities that are 
assigned to it on the corresponding node 9: 

                    𝑥+! ≤ 𝑐𝑎𝑝+!                                (8) 

             ∑ 𝑦+!
%& 𝑏%&𝑑% ≤ 𝑚+𝑥+!%&                       (9) 

Equations 10, 11 and 12 define the total number of 
functions on a node and if a node is actived. 

                        ∑ 𝑥+! = 𝑇!+                             (10) 

                                           ,!
-
= 𝑎!                                 (11) 

                                           ∑ 𝑎! = 𝑁"!                             (12) 

Constraints 13, 14 and 15 state that at the source, a traffic 
has met none of the functions, whereas at the destination, it 
has met all the functions included in its chain, respectively. 

                                 𝑌+%
%& = 0	∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑓                             (13) 

                                 𝑌+&
%& = 1	∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑓                             (14) 

       K𝑞#$
%& − 1L + 𝑌+$

%& − 𝑌+#
%& ≤ 𝑦.$

%& 	∀𝑖, 𝑗,𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑓, 𝑔      (15) 

Constraint 16 accounts for the order of the functions within 
the same chain: when a function $g$ appears before $f$ on 
the same chain. (Therefore, 𝜌/(𝑓, 𝑔) = 	−𝜌/(𝑔, 𝑓) = 1). 

             𝑌+$
%& − 𝑌0#

%& ≤ 𝜌/(𝑓, 𝑔)	∀𝑖, 𝑗,𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑓, 𝑔             (16) 
 
 

IV. HEURISTIC 
It is worth to notice that MILP is a time consuming and 

unscalable method that solves this NP-hard problem by 
exhaustive search in the solving space. It is not applicable to 
our problem when the network is large. Therefore, in this 
paper, an efficient heuristic (DCMH) is designed as an 
alternative to deployment both working and resiliency DU, 
CU and MEC with the objective of minimizing the system 
power consumption. 

The heuristic realizes the objective function by 2 stages. In 
the first stage, based on the computing resource limitation of 
different PPs, the end to end latency and computing resource 
requirements of the traffic, DCMH decides whether traffic 
should be directed to 5G core or MEC, also how many MECs 
are required and where to deploy them. Based on the 
deployed MEC or 5G core as the destination of traffic, in 
stage 2, DCMH helps to find the working DU, CU and a 
backup solution under the constrains of fronthaul delay, 
bandwidth limitation and DU/CU resources. To be specific, 
DCMH is discussed in detail as follows. 

In stage 1, for requests that can accept the end-to-end delay 
to the 5G core, their UPF will be deployed on 5G core to first 
save the limited resource on the MEC and second reduce the 
power consumption in the access network. Then, DCMH 
finds the requests that can accept the end-to-end delay to the 
pre-activated PP2 and PP3 and deploy MEC for them on these 
PPs to reduce the activation power consumption. As the 
resources of these pre-activated PPs are limited, to maximize 
the utilization, the decision order of these requests is sorted 
based on the occurrence times and less frequency, more 
priority. For instance, in Figure 4, Node 5 and Node 6 are pre-
activated. If [Node 7, Node 8, Node 1] can get access to Node 
6 and [Node 7, Node 8] can get access to Node 5, DCMH will 
make the decisions for requests to Node 6 in the order of 
[Node 1, Node 7, Node 8] in case the requests from Node 7 
and Node 8 run out the resource of Node 6 causing a new PP 
activated for Node1, whereas Node 6 and Node 5 are 
supposed to support UPF for all these three requests. After 
that, DCMH sorted out the acceptable PP2s and PP3s for the 
rest traffic that doesn't have UPF. Among these PP2s and 
PP3s, who can be accessed by more traffic, the higher the 
priority to deploy MEC on it. In addition, under the 
assumption that the activation cost of PP3 is higher but less 
than twice that of PP2, DCMH puts PP3 before PP2 when 
choosing MEC as it is more affordable and can avoid 
activating two PP2s. In the end of Stage 1, as to provide 
protection path for resiliency, DCMH will figure out all pairs 
of paths for every traffic that are not sharing any intermediate 
node or paths on its way to UPF. 

In stage 2, DCMH first deploy DU on the PPs that has 
already been activated before and after stage 1 with the 
consideration of their DU remaining resources. After that, 
DCMH applies the same method in stage 1 to sort the 
applicable PPs for deploying DU but changes the end-to-end 
latency constraint to stricter fronthaul requirements. While 
select the working and resiliency paths, as to minimizing the 
switch power consumption, DCMH chooses the pair with 
lowest hop summation, meanwhile, considers all bandwidth, 
DU, CU and MEC resource limitations. 

To better explain the DCMH, Figure 4 provides a simple 
example of how DCMH deploys DU, CU and MEC in the 
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RAN. In this network, there are 3 requests come from Node2, 
Node 4 and Node 8. In Figure 4a, the blue, green and red 
circles that correspond to 3 requests represent the farthest 
acceptable distance under the end-to-end delay limitation. 
Since only PP2 or PP3 can be activated as MEC, Node2 can 
get UPF service from Node 3 or Node 5; Node 4 and Node 8 
can get UPF service from Node 3, Node 5 and Node 9. Taking 
the consideration of request and MEC computing resource of 
the PP2 and PP3, MEC may only be deployed on Node 3 to 
save the activation energy. In Figure 4b and 4c, three requests 
take Node 3 as destination. With the same definition, the 
circles in 4b now represent the fronthaul delay limitations. 
Traffic from Node 2 require a DU on itself as it cannot accept 
any other PP regarding to the fronthaul latency. DCMH 
deploys DU for Node 4 on Node 3 as it has already been 
activated when select CU. There will also be a DU deployed 
for traffic from Node8 since although Node8 can use DU on 
Node 5, Node 9 and itself, Node 5 and Node 9 are PP3 and 
PP2 and cost more power than Node 5. The last Figure 4c 
shows the working path in red and back up in blue. Under the 
end-to-end delay constrains, Node 8 cannot reach Node 3 
without going through Node 4. Therefore, there is a tradeoff 

Figure 4: Heuristic example explanation; In (a), (b), blue, green and red dash circles represent the farthest acceptable 
distance under end-to-end and fronthaul delay constraints of traffic from Node2, Node4 and Node8, respectively; In 
(c), red, blue arrows represents the working and resiliency paths. 
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between resilience and our objective. The optimal power 
consumption of DCMH is realized at the expense of only 
providing 'best effort' protection.  

V. TESTBED 
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed solution on 

baseband module distribution, based on the same function 
splitting option 2 and 7, we build am NG-RAN testbed in 
Bristol port. As show in Figure 8, there are 8 nodes 
corresponding to the PP2 and PP3 in our simulation. Their 
virtual topology is shown in the left top gray diagram. The 
figure with blue dash lines represents the IoT sensors and 5G 

gateway that collects information through Wifi and send the 
packaged information to PP. Two different PPs, PP2 and PP3 
are shown in green and yellow dash lines.  

VI. RESULTS 
 With the objective to show the performance of our 

proposed solution, taking complete MILP as the optimal 
benchmark, we evaluate the performance of DCMH, all 
awaken (keep all server awake), first fit (active based the 
resource when there are requests) [12], and random allocation 
(activate randomly with the premise of satisfying the request) 
in a small network as shown in Figure 6.  

With the assumption that PP number 3 and 5 have been 
pre-activated and all seven PP receive requests over a period  

Figure 6: Small network example (united in km) 

Figure 8: The testbed at Bristol port. The gray graph represents the virtual topology of the network. Blue dash lines include 
the UE related devices. Yellow and blue dash lines include the PP3 and PP2 infrastructures. (Figure is take from Google 
Earth, earth.google.com) 

Figure 7: DU, CU deployment for small network as shown 
in Figure 6 
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Figure 9: Power consumption of 7 requests with PP 3 and 5 
preactivated 
of time, Figure 7 shows the details of DU/CU/MEC 
deployment of DCMH. Green circle means new activated PPs, 
pink circles means the PPs that have already been activated; 
Red arrow represents working path, blue one represent 
resilience; DU, CU deployment is marked on the node where 
the number indicates the source PP. Figure 9 provides the 
energy consumption of different management solutions over 
different waiting times in the unit of kJ. All standby modes 
waste more energy as the wait time increases. In contrast, if 
no request is received for more than 37s, DCMH is a better 
solution. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Facing the diversity of next generation traffic, baseband 
function splitting will become an effective solution to help 
operators to provide users better customized service. 
However, this solution also brings higher energy cost as more 
facilities will be implemented. To decrease the energy 
consumption and increase the economic benefits, our 
designed DCMH network management method can 
dramatically outperform all awaken mode and other solutions. 
It improves the achievability of the next generation RANs. 
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